
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 3: Visualizing the Change
Section 6: Here and There

  This lesson we will be examining the two-point form of a line.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

  (Homework solution) Original question, solution on the next few slides.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a)

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

Extend the table above to 
find the answers...

  (Homework solution) Numeric method is effective.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a)

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

Using point-slope form:
y −10800 = −1200 x − 4( )

slope

point on the line

  (Homework solution) Analytic method is efficient, once you find an equation: point-slope 
form gives us that equation immediately.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a)

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

Using point-slope form:

or changing that to slope-int.:
y −10800 = −1200 x − 4( )
y = −1200 ⋅ x −1200 ⋅ −4 +10800
y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) From point-slope, we can derive slope-intercept.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a)

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                      or
y −10800 = −1200 x − 4( )

y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) Now we’re ready to solve.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a)

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                      or
y −10800 = −1200 x − 4( )

y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) From slope-intercept we see the original value as the y-intercept



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                      or
y −10800 = −1200 x − 4( )

y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) Done with a).



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                     or
y −10800 = −1200 x − 4( )

y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) On to b).



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                    

y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) Ready for b).



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                    

y = −1200 6( ) +15600
y = −7200 +15600
y = 8400

  (Homework solution) Plug in values.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b)

... ...

c) 0

                    

y = −1200 6( ) +15600
y = −7200 +15600
y = 8400

  (Homework solution) Simplify to find answer.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b) 8,400

... ...

c) 0

                    

y = −1200 6( ) +15600
y = −7200 +15600
y = 8400

  (Homework solution) Done with b).



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b) 8,400

... ...

c) 0

                    

y = −1200x +15600

  (Homework solution) On to c)



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b) 8,400

... ...

c) 0

                    

          0 = −1200x +15600
−15600 = −1200x
         13 = x

  (Homework solution) Plug-in values.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 8,400

... ...

c) 0

                    

          0 = −1200x +15600
−15600 = −1200x
         13 = x

  (Homework solution) Solve.



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?

b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?

c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b) 8,400

... ...

c) 13 0

                    

          0 = −1200x +15600
−15600 = −1200x
         13 = x

  (Homework solution) Done with c).



Depreciated

A 4-year old car is currently 
worth $10,800.  The car is known 
to depreciate by $1200 per year.  

a) What was the original price 
for the car when it was new?
Original price was $15,600.
b) How much will the car be 
worth in two years?
In two years, value will be $8400.
c) When will the car be worth 
nothing?   ... in 13 years.

age value
0 a) 15600

... ...

4 $10,800

5 9,600

6 b) 8,400

... ...

c) 13 0

  (Homework solution) Questions answered



What is the equation of the line that contains 
the points ( -5 , 2 ) and ( 3 , 6 ) ?

  (Small group discussion)  Through this problem we will develop the two-point form of a line 
(which is just the point-slope form with the slope formula inserted).  Once groups have 
answers, have them present to the class.  If mistakes are made, have the class examine them 
and decide what went wrong.  Celebrate learning opportunities like these and also if students 
use different methods.



What is the equation of the line that contains 
the points ( -5 , 2 ) and ( 3 , 6 ) ?

Plan to get equation
1) find slope

2) use point-slope form

m =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

y − y1 = m x − x1( )

  (Teacher lecture - summarize after students have presented their work)  Here we show the 
plan, and realize that we can use a shortcut (do everything in one step.  
  transition slide



What is the equation of the line that contains 
the points ( -5 , 2 ) and ( 3 , 6 ) ?

Plan to get equation
1) find slope

2) use point-slope form

m =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

y − y1 = m x − x1( )

But wait, why not just 
find the slope and plug 
it into point-slope 
form all in one step?

  (Teacher lecture - summarize after students have presented their work)  Can’t we speed this 
up?



What is the equation of the line that contains 
the points ( -5 , 2 ) and ( 3 , 6 ) ?

Plan to get equation
1) find slope

2) use point-slope form

m =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

y − y1 = m x − x1( )

New Plan to get eqn:
Use two-point form:

y − y1 =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

x − x1( )

  (Teacher lecture)  Two-point form presented.



What is the equation of the line that contains 
the points ( -5 , 2 ) and ( 3 , 6 ) ?

New Plan to get eqn:
Use two-point form:
y − y1 =

y2 − y1
x2 − x1

x − x1( )

y − y1 =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

x − x1( )

y − 6 = 2 − 6
−5 − 3

x − 3( )

y − 6 = −4
−8

x − 3( )

y − 6 = 1
2
x − 3( )

x1,y1( )

x2,y2( )

  (Teacher lecture)  Two-point form utilized.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

  (Large class discussion)  This problem can be estimated, but not solved.  We will use 
extrapolation, that is, the average growth over the 40 known years.  Before we get to that 
allow students to discover the dilemma and offer possible solutions.
  The data is real.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

+58,446

+63,129

+53,308

+44,926

  (Large class discussion)  So, here is our dilemma... the change is not constant (we don’t 
have a line).  



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

not linear!

+58,446

+63,129

+53,308

+44,926

  (Large class discussion)  In case you missed it.  The next slide shows a chart that visually 
depicts this issue.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

+58,446

+63,129

+53,308

+44,926

0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

  (Large class discussion)  So, here is our dilemma... the change is not constant (we don’t 
have a line).  The next slide shows a chart that visually depicts this issue.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

+58,446

+63,129

+53,308

+44,926

0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

not linear... but close!

  (Large class discussion)  So, here is our dilemma... the change is not constant (we don’t 
have a line).  The next slide shows a chart that visually depicts this issue.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

+58,446

+63,129

+53,308

+44,926

0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

We are going to use the average rate of  change over 
the 40-years of  data we have in order to estimate the 
population in 2010.

  (Large class discussion)  Our extrapolation method is defined, and modeled on the next 
slide.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???

+40

0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

+220,009

         y − y1 =
y2 − y1

x2 − x1

x − x1( )

y − 389881 = 609890 − 389881
2000 −1960

x −1960( )
y − 389881 = 5500.23 x −1960( )

  (Large class discussion)  We have two points, so we are going to find our slope and plug it 
directly into our two-point equation.



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 ???
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

y − 389881 = 5500.23 x −1960( )
y − 389881 = 5500.23 2010 −1960( )
                y = 5500.23 50( ) + 389881
                y = 664892

  (Large class discussion) Now we can plug-in the value we want to compute (the population 
in 2010)



What will the population of  Vermont be in 2010?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2010 664,892
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Our prediction is that the population of  Vermont will 
be  664,892 in 2010.

  (Large class discussion) Now we can plug-in the value we want to compute (the population 
in 2010)



The population of  Vermont in 2006 was 623,908.  Based upon this 
information, how accurate is the equation we have developed?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2006 623,908
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

y − 389881 = 5500.23 x −1960( )

  (Small group discussion) Have students work together to check our equation.

*Source for 2006 population: http://www76.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=population+of
+vermont 



The population of  Vermont in 2006 was 623,908.  Based upon this 
information, how accurate is the equation we have developed?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2006 623,908
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

y − 389881 = 5500.23 x −1960( )

y − 389881 = 5500.23 2006 −1960( )
                y = 5500.23 46( ) + 389881
                y = 642892

  (Small group discussion) Solution - By plugging in the year 2006 to our equation we can 
derive our predicted value.



The population of  Vermont in 2006 was 623,908.  Based upon this 
information, how accurate is the equation we have developed?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2006 623,908
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

y − 389881 = 5500.23 x −1960( )

y − 389881 = 5500.23 2006 −1960( )
                y = 5500.23 46( ) + 389881
                y = 642892

642892 − 623908 = 18983
estimate − actual =  error

  (Small group discussion) Solution - Then subtracting, we see that we have an error of 
18,983.



The population of  Vermont in 2006 was 623,908.  Based upon this 
information, how accurate is the equation we have developed?

year population

1960 389,881

1970 448,327

1980 511,456

1990 564,964

2000 609,890

2006 623,908
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

y − 389881 = 5500.23 x −1960( )

Our equation overestimates the 2006 population by 18,983 
people.  Therefore, the 2010 value we previously found is likely 
high.  Our slope of  5500 people/year tells us that our over-
estimation puts us about three years worth above the actual.

  (Small group discussion) Solution - conclusion
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Citroen C2 VTR 002 by 
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